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"Well..." In his heart, naturally, he was not reconciled, but Lin Ze also

knew that the enemy was too strong, not because he had the determination

to win, he could defeat the enemy.

Beside also because of this phone call and quiet down, Zhuo Tian and Wen

Guang see Lin Ze after receiving the phone call, a look of dejected

disappointment, do not ask, can also guess about.

"This trial is over. Although the result is not what we want, there is

still another trial. If you win the next trial, it will be a victory. In

the future, you will get better. Try your best to run your business and

speak with works. When you return to people's sight, when you turn red

again, it will be the biggest revenge for Lota. So, take a good

rehabilitation, don't think about it It's too much. I focus on

rehabilitation and works, you know? " Bai nianxi encouraged the three young

people through the phone with a strong voice.

"Well, we understand." Lin Ze took a deep breath and let his voice sound

more powerful.

The unfinished court trial will be an important chip for them to fight

back against Lota after they turn red in the future. Bai nianxi thinks

that even if they lose a lawsuit, the unfinished court trial will be more

important in the long run.

Yao Mei wears prison clothes and is locked up in the detention center.

Shen Hedan's lawyer Shao Zhi becomes Yao Mei's defense lawyer for the time

being.

"I have told you the truth as you told me. What should I do next?" Yao

Mei is very uncomfortable with the detention center. She is too anxious

to leave here.

Shao Zhimian said: "I have said that before. When the procuratorate brings
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a lawsuit, I will continue to plead guilty. After that, I will apply for

you as a key witness to testify in the capital. As long as you win the

trial, you can leave the detention center."

"You! Are you kidding me? " Yao Mei immediately jumped, "do you know how

long this will last? It will take at least a week for the police alone!

It's going to take a few days for the procuratorate to bring it up for

trial! It's another week to apply to appear in court! You just want me

to rot in detention, don't you? It was agreed that our cooperation would

save me from prison! "

"The detention house is the detention house, the prison is the prison,

and we have not breached the contract." The lawyer is still expressionless,

looking at Yao Mei's impatience with a cold face.

"Oh! Ha ha Yao Mei was angry and laughed, "for me, detention is no different

from prison!"

"If you want to know the difference between detention and prison, I can

help you." The lawyer's tone is full of banter. He is Shen Hedan's person,

and he can never see a woman like Yao Mei.

"When I get out, I want you to die first." Yao Mei stares at Shao Zhi and

whispers in his ear.

"Hum, please," Shao zhileng snorted, "if you don't want to know the

difference between the detention center and the prison, just listen to

me honestly, plead guilty and continue to plead guilty. When the trial

in the capital is over, you can be free. If you want to play any tricks,

you'd better think about it."

After that, Shao Zhi picked up his briefcase and left the meeting room

without looking back.

One month later, the case of Letian entertainment accusing Lumi island

of major property management loopholes and causing huge losses to Letian

entertainment was heard again.



As a witness, Yao Mei sat quietly in the witness waiting room and was

tortured in the detention center for a month. Yao Mei's face was pale,

and her lips showed a morbid purple.

"Your honor, we have recently added a key witness, and now we apply for

the presence of witness Yao Mei."

"Approved."

Yao Mei's appearance, for the first time, blocked the mouth of the

prosecution lawyer, which will be an important link to reverse the

development direction of the trial.

After Yao Mei sat down in the witness stand, Yao Mei gave a cold look at

the people sitting on the plaintiff stand. All the people were lawyers

who attended on her behalf. What she learned, Tian Huarong, President of

Letian entertainment, did not come.

"Witness, a month ago, you voluntarily turned yourself in to the Public

Security Bureau of city a, claiming that you planned the Lumi Island

smashing case. Please answer."

"Yes." Yao Mei simply responded to the question.

One word is enough to turn the situation around. After the lawyer asked,

he looked up at the judge: "your honor, after the witness Yao Mei

surrendered himself, the Public Security Bureau of city a conducted an

in-depth investigation into the case. During this period, a large number

of trial documents have been produced. The documents have been submitted

to the court according to the standard process of submitting evidence.

These evidences and witnesses are enough to prove that the deliberate

smashing happened in Lumi island In addition, we have also submitted the

relevant documents of Lumi island's property management, and provided the

previous and ongoing work responsibilities of the management personnel,

as well as all the records, including video evidence and documents, when

performing their duties. "

……



With the addition of strong human and material evidence, the development

direction of the court trial is no longer passive. Bai nianxi's lawyer

team firmly holds the initiative and argues for it. Finally, Letian

Entertainment's claim is rejected by the court.

The case of Yao Mei's crime will be tried separately.

In the familiar cemetery, moussili looked up at the sky, his head humming,

and his ears were silent and he could hear the subtle noise clearly.

Moussili noticed such a strange internal change, but he didn't know how

to think about it."Sili," seeing that Musi Li stopped, Qin ruoqing stood

quietly with her for a while. Musi Li was still standing in the same place,

and she finally opened her voice, so that he would not fall into too deep

useless thinking, "help me, I want to go back to the car and move the

flowerpot."

Find an excuse to talk with Musi Li casually. With sensitive and delicate

mind, Qin ruoqing carefully cares about Musi Li's heart, neither touching

his sensitivity, nor frankly asking questions that will cause thinking,

such as "what's wrong" and "what do you think?" she pacifies Musi Li's

heart in a way she approves.

The cemetery is familiar because Lord Kang was also buried here. More than

a year ago, he even came here with his sister murushuang, but he didn't

expect that this time, he came to worship murushuang and his sister.

The heart is sour and painful, with the magic of eroding blood and bones,

eating away the strength of Musi Li.

Qin ruoqing doesn't dare to leave for too long, but she doesn't plan to

get too close to him for fear that she will disturb him. When she carries

two pots of flowers back from the car, Qin ruoqing sees that Musi is sitting

on the ground with her head powerless against the tombstone. Her back is

shaking because she can't help crying and sobbing.

Sad feeling, can only let time to dilute, others can only follow the

suffering.



Back to God, Qin ruoqing found that she had been infected by the sadness

of Musi Li, and two lines of tears fell down her face.

She loves Mu Sili in pain, and also hates that she is useless. She can

only accompany him and endure this painful time.

How did he feel during the days when he disappeared? Qin ruoqing looks

at Mu Sili's back and thinks silently.

Maybe his concentration is used in other things. He will not be so sad

as he is now. This kind of conjecture makes Qin ruoqing a little regretful.

He regrets that he is worried and asks around. He asks kangmobei and Shen

Hedan to bring him back to his pain.
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